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Cornering:   
the use of a Negative Alternative Question (NAQ) with "or not" to put the discourse in a ‘cul de 
sac’ (Biezma, 2009).

Part 1: NAQs are inappropriate discourse-initially.

(1) Scenario: You are in charge of coordinating the cooks for the colloquium dinner. John is 
one of the cooks. Dinner is tomorrow and you need to know what is happening with the        
pasta

You (to John): # Are you making pasta or not? 

You:  (4b) #  Are you making pasta?

The cornering effect
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Cornering:   
the use of a Negative Alternative Question (NAQ) with "or not" to put the discourse in a ‘cul de 
sac’ (Biezma, 2009). 

Part 2: NAQs do not license followup questions / subquestions.

(2) Scenario: You are in charge of coordinating the cooks for the colloquium dinner. John is  
      one of the cooks. Dinner is tomorrow and you need to know what is happening with pasta

You: Are you making pasta 
John: (Silence and dubitative faces) 
You:  ✔ Are you making pasta or not? 
John: (Silence and dubitative faces) 
You:  #  Are you making pasta?
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What is the underlying source of (each part of) the cornering effect?

Possibility 1:   
Cornering is driven by certain distinctive properties of NAQs

Possibility 2:   
Cornering is driven by more general pragmatic principles underlying 
information structure and discourse that apply beyond NAQs

The questions
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- What is the underlying source of (each part of) the cornering effect?

- Are the two parts of cornering driven by the same factor?

Possibility 1:   
Cornering is driven by certain distinctive properties of NAQs

Possibility 2:   
Cornering is driven by more general pragmatic principles underlying 
information structure and discourse that apply beyond NAQs

The questions
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- Are the two parts of cornering independent of each other?
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Cornering is driven by more general pragmatic principles underlying 
information structure and discourse that apply beyond NAQs
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The test case: 
Complement Alternative Questions (CAQs) 
(3a) Is it a boy or a girl?                   
(3b) Is it heads or tails? 

The study: 
Comparing the behavior of NAQs and CAQs in discourse-initial and discourse-final 
position

The results 
− Part 1 of cornering is linked to a particular focus structure which penalizes ask-

first uses of questions in general 
− Part 2 of cornering is driven by a broader pragmatic principle that penalizes re-

using a question that didn’t previously work

In a nutshell
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Universität KonstanzAlternative Questions, Markedness and Illocution: an Experimental Study

Roadmap

1- The source of cornering: previous accounts 

2- The source of cornering: our hypotheses 

3- Experiment 1: discourse-initial position 

4 - Experiment 2: discourse-final position 

5 - Discussion
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Part 1: 'or not’ questions are inappropriate discourse-initially

(1) You (to John): # Are you making pasta or not? 

Part 2: ’or not’ questions do not license followup questions / subquestions.

(2) Scenario: You are in charge of coordinating the cooks for the colloquium dinner. John is  
      one of the cooks. Dinner is tomorrow and you need to know what is happening with pasta

You: Are you making pasta? 
John: (Silence and dubitative faces) 
You:   ✔ Are you making pasta or not? 
John: (Silence and dubitative faces) 
You:   #  Are you making pasta?

The cornering effect: two parts
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Biezma 2009: 
− PQs: {p;…}: p plus contextually salient alternatives 
− AltQs: {p; q}: Alternative questions must exhaust the possibility space, 

and consist of mutually exclusive alternatives 

− NAQs are a special case of AltQs 
− They denote logically opposite alternatives 
− They necessarily exhaust the possibility space, and are necessarily 

exclusive. 
− They are an overly strong strategy to begin a conversation:   

→ #discourse-initial 
− They can only be resolved with an answer, ruling out follow up questions        

→ □ discourse-final

Analysis 1: exclusivity, exhaustivity
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Biezma and Rawlins 2017: 

− Bundling: the strategy for "packaging" the available alternatives when asking a question 

(3) Q1 : Where should we go for lunch?  
 …. 
 Q2 : Should we go to a vegetarian place? 

Bundling question: Q2 bundles some alternatives together to form a 
strategy for answering Q1 . 

− Qualitative constraint on bundling: There must be some reason to group alternatives 
together as a strategy, distinct from prior discourse.

Analysis 2: bundling
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You: Are you making pasta? 
John: (Silence and dubitative faces) 
You: ✔ Are you making pasta or not? 

− NAQs reorganize the logical space around p, bundling any alternative 
under ¬p. 

− p needs to be the prominent alternative in discourse. 

− NAQs presuppose that the interlocutors have accepted a bias for p, that is, 
that ?p has been asked before → # discourse-initial 

− No more informative bundling strategy is available to the speaker once a 
NAQ has been asked → □ discourse-final

Bundling and cornering
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Complement Alternative Questions: 
(4a) Is it a boy or a girl?                   
(4b) Is it heads or tails? 

− Semantically: logically opposite, exhaustive alternatives 
− Pragmatically: Discourse organized around two independent propositions p and 

q (≠ p vs not p) 

CAQs should behave homogeneously with respect to the two parts of cornering: 

− Analysis 1: If cornering is driven by their semantics, they should feature both  

− Analysis 2: If cornering is driven by bundling, they should feature neither

Enter CAQs
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− The # discourse-initial part of cornering is not tied to the distinctive features of NAQs but to 
properties of interrogative clauses in general.  

− A similar constraint can indeed be observed on polar questions with focus on the polarity.  

     A: Jane had a baby! 
(5a)  B: Is it a BOYF?                                                                Focus on the property 
(5b)  B: # ISF it a boy?                                                              Focus on the polarity 

− This difference is mirrored by the focus structure of NAQs vs CAQs. CAQs have focus on the 
disjuncts (Bartels 1999, Truckenbrodt 2013). NAQs have focus on the polarity (6a-b).  

(6a)  Is it a boyF or a girlF? 
(6b) Is it a boy (yesF) or notF? 

− Prediction 1: If infelicity in discourse-initial position is tied to focus on the polarity, NAQs should be 
infelicitous (= 5b), while CAQs, having focus on the disjuncts, should be fine (= 5a).

A third hypothesis: Part 1
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− The □ discourse-final part of cornering might not be tied to the distinctive features of 
NAQs, but to a more general pragmatic principle: 

*Repeat: do not resort to a discourse move that already proved unsuccessful (i.e., the 
first PQ).  

You: Are you making past 
John: (Silence and dubitative faces) 
You:   Are you making pasta or not? / Are you making pasta or are you making something else?     
John: (Silence and dubitative faces) 
You:  (4b) #  Are you making pasta? 

− Prediction on part (ii): NAQs and CAQs should fail to license a question that was 
previously unsuccessful, but both should license questions that hadn’t been used yet. 

A third hypothesis: Part 2
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Hypothesis 1: cornering driven by exhaustivity/exclusivity  
− NAQs and CAQs pattern together wrt to both parts of cornering: They should feature them  

Hypothesis 2: cornering driven by bundling 
− NAQs and CAQs differ both wrt both parts of cornering: NAQs should feature both; CAQs should 

feature neither 

Hypothesis 3: Part 1 of cornering is driven the general effect of information structure in interrogative 
clauses; Part 2 of cornering driven by the general principle *Repeat 

− NAQs should show Part 1, whereas CAQs shouldn’t 
− NAQs and CAQs pattern together wrt Part 2 of cornering: both feature this effect in certain 

discourses but neither of them do if the right discourse conditions are met 

We compared the naturalness of NAQs and CAQs with respect to both parts of cornering: 
− Study 1        - # Discourse-initial 
− Study 2A/B  - □ Discourse-final

Interim summary
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1- The source of cornering: previous accounts 

2- The source of cornering: our hypotheses 
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We compared the naturalness of NAQs and CAQs with 
respect to both parts of cornering: 

−Study 1        - # Discourse-initial 
−Study 2A/B  - □ Discourse-final

The studies
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Cornering, Part 1: NAQs are inappropriate discourse-initially 

Design 

− Factor 1: Type of question: PQs, NAQs, CAQs 
− Factor 2: Discourse-Initial vs Non-initial  

Procedure 

− 24 items total 
− 24 fillers 
− 48 participants recruited on Mechanical Turk for each study

Experiment 1
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− A sample stimulus for Discourse-initial 
Mary runs into Greg on the street. It's been one year since they last saw each other, so they want to catch up:   
Greg: "Hey! What's new?"  
Mary: "I just got a puppy!"  
PQ: Greg: Oh! Cool! Is it a male? 
NAQ: Greg: Oh! Cool! Is it a male or not? 
CAQ: Greg: Oh! Cool! Is it a male or a female? 

− A sample stimulus for Non-discourse-initial 
Mark checks in at a hotel. After the receptionist hands him the keys, the following exchange ensues: 
Receptionist: "Sir, would you like to have breakfast directly served in your room"? 
Mark: "Is there a charge for it?" 
Receptionist: "It’s a great service. Our customers love it" 
Mark: "Ok, but is there a charge for it?" 
Receptionist: "You can also order food from the special menu". 
PQ: Mark: "Is there a charge for it?" 
NAQ: Mark: "Is there a charge for it or not?" 
CAQ: Mark: "Is there a charge for it or is it free?" 

How natural does the last question sound? 1-7 judgment (1=totally unnatural, 7= perfectly natural)

Experiment 1
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Cornering, Part 1: NAQs are inappropriate discourse-initially

Procedure 

− 24 items total 
− 24 fillers 
− 48 participants recruited on Mechanical Turk for each study

Experiment 1
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Cornering, Part 1: NAQs are inappropriate discourse-initially

The distribution of CAQs diverges from that of NAQs: 
− CAQs are in both discourse-initial and non-discourse-initial contexts 
− NAQs are restricted to ask-again contexts

Experiment 1
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Hypothesis 1 
− Part 1 and 2 of cornering driven by exhaustivity/exclusivity  
− NAQs and CAQs should feature them  

Hypothesis 2 
− Part 1 and 2 of cornering driven by bundling  
− NAQs should feature both; CAQs should feature neither 

Hypothesis 3 
− Part 1 is driven by information structure: NAQs should feature Part 1 of 

cornering but CAQs should not.  
− Part 2 of cornering driven by *Repeat: Neither NAQs nor CAQs should feature 

part 2 of cornering, if the right discourse conditions are met 

Experiment 1
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Cornering, Part 2: NAQs do not license follow-up questions 

Design 

− Three question sequences, always opened by a Polar Question (PQ) 
− Factor 1: Type of second question: NAQs vs CAQs 
− Factor 2: Type of last question: Matching vs non-matching with initial PQ 

− EXP 2A: Plain PQ (matching) vs Emphatic PQ (non-matching) 
− EXP 2B: Plain PQ (matching) vs Wh-Q (non-matching)

Experiment 2
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Sample stimulus for Exp 2A 

Herb: "Man, I'm happy about the car!" 
Kelly: "Is it automatic?"                                                              1st Q
Herb:  "Well, it drives great!". 
Kelly:  NAQ: "Ok, but is it automatic or not?
           CAQ: "Ok, but is it automatic or a stick shift?                2nd Q
Henry:"It has 6 gears". 
Kelly: Match: "Is the car automatic"?               
          Non-match: "IS THE CAR AUTOMATIC?                      3rd Q

Experiment 2
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Sample stimulus for Exp 2B 
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Control Sequence for Exp 2A/B 

Herb: "Man, I'm happy about the car!" 
Kelly: Wh-Q: "What is the transmission system of the car?"             1st Q
Herb:  "Well, it drives great!". 
Kelly: PQ: "Is it automatic"?                                                               2nd Q
Henry: "It has 6 gears". 
Kelly: NAQ: "Is the car automatic or not"?                                         3rd Q

How natural does the last question sound? 1-7 judgment 
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Predictions 

− Hypothesis 2: if Part 2 of cornering is driven by bundling all alternatives under ¬p, 
NAQs should block and CAQs should license follow-up questions across the board 

− Hypothesis 3: if Part 2 of cornering is driven by *Repeat, both NAQs and CAQs should 
license non-matching follow-up questions and block matching ones 

Procedure 

− 20 items total for each study 
− 20 fillers 
− 48 participants recruited on Mechanical Turk for each study 
− How natural does the last question sound? 1-7 judgment

Experiment 2
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Experiment 2
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− Both NAQs and CAQs license follow-up questions, as long as 
these are not identical to questions that didn’t previously work 

− Neither NAQs nor CAQs license follow-up questions if an identical 
question has already proved unsuccessful 

− Part (ii) of cornering is orthogonal to the type of preceding 
question, and can be instead explained in terms of a broader 
pragmatic principle

Experiment 2
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− Both NAQs and CAQs license follow-up questions, as long as 
these are not identical to questions that didn’t previously work 

− Neither NAQs nor CAQs license follow-up questions if an identical 
question has already proved unsuccessful 

− Part 2 of cornering is orthogonal to NAQs vs CAQs, and can be 
instead explained in terms of a broader pragmatic principle
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Hypothesis 1 
− Part 1 and 2 of cornering driven by exhaustivity/exclusivity  
− NAQs and CAQs should feature them  

Hypothesis 2 
− Part 1 and 2 of cornering driven by bundling  
− NAQs should feature both; CAQs should feature neither 

Hypothesis 3 
− NAQs should feature Part 1 of cornering but CAQs should not.  
− Neither NAQs nor CAQs should feature Part 2 of cornering, if the right 

discourse conditions are met 

Experiment 2
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Roadmap

1- The source of cornering: previous accounts 

2- The source of cornering: our hypotheses 

3- Experiment 1: discourse-initial position 

4 - Experiment 2: discourse-final position 

5 - Discussion
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NAQs and CAQs do not behave homogeneously with respect to the two parts of the cornering 
effect 

Cornering, Part 1: NAQs are inappropriate discourse-initially. 
− NAQs are infelicitous in discourse-initial position 
− CAQs are felicitous in discourse-initial position 

Cornering, Part 2: NAQs do not license follow-up questions 
− Both NAQs and CAQs can license follow-up questions if identical question hasn’t been 

asked

The two parts of cornering pertain to separate linguistic phenomena: 
− Part 1 is tied to the information structure of interrogative clauses in general, which differs 

between NAQs and CAQs. 
− Part 2 is can be explained via *Repeat, a general pragmatic principle

In sum
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- What is the underlying source of (each part of) the cornering effect?

- Are the two parts of cornering independent of each other?

Possibility 1:   
Cornering is driven by certain distinctive properties of NAQs

Possibility 2:   
Cornering is driven by more general pragmatic principles underlying 
information structure and discourse that apply beyond NAQs

The questions
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      A: Jane had a baby! 
(5a)  B: Is it a BOYF?                                                                Focus on the property 
(5b)  B: # ISF it a boy?                                                              Focus on the polarity 

Focus licensing à la Schwarzschild (1999): 

− To license narrow focus on BOY in (5a), the proposition "∃X[it is X]” needs to be given, 
with X ranging on gender properties.  

This proposition seems to be easy to accommodate. 

- To license narrow focus on the polarity in (5b), the proposition "∃X[ X(it is a boy)]” 
needs to be given, with X ranging over polarity functions (λp.p, λp.¬p).  

For some reason, this proposition is harder to accommodate. Feeling of re-
raising the issue {p, ¬p}; hence, # discourse initial.

On information structure effects
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*Repeat: do not resort to a discourse move that already proved unsuccessful (i.e., 
the first PQ).  

−General pragmatic principle governing utterance design in discourse 

− It extends beyond questioning strategies  

(7)A: Stop playing! 
B: [Keeps playing] 
A: Hey, can you stop playing? 
B: [Keeps playing] 
A: # Stop playing 
A’: I told you to stop playing

On *Repeat
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And thanks to the members of the University of Konstanz linguistics department.  

This project is part of the Research Unit "FOR-2111 Questions at the Interfaces", funded 
by the Deutsche Forschungsgemeinschaft (DFG) 

For questions, comments, additional materials, please contact Andrea Beltrama 
(andrea.beltrama@uni-konstanz.de)

Thank you!
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How do the illocutionary properties of a question interact with complementizer choice? 

(11a) I asked Joan if / #whether she would marry me but she refused. 
(11b) I asked Joan if / #whether she was crazy and told her to stop.

Further research
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